FRIDAY OCTOBER 27TH, 2017 • 4P.M.

1st run  Thursday
Gail Bridgeman: 204-826-2060 or Debbie Fenty: 204-567-3561

Capped at 100 entries | $1000 added MBRA sanctioned

5th Annual NAERIC Barrels of Cash Futurity run.
2012 Barrels of Cash foals eligible to run in the
MANITOBA AG EX BARRELS OF CASH Open Jackpot

4th annual $take Race
For more information contact:

2nd ANNUAL
October 27th | 12pm
$1,000 added
CASH
OF

IN CONJUNCTION WITH MANITOBA AG EX
FRIDAY OCTOBER 27TH, 2017 • 4P.M.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. TERMS OF THE SALE ARE CASH. All buyers paying by check must have 2
pieces of identification. Bank draft, money orders or cash preferred from out
of province buyers.

2. The highest bidder is to be the buyer. If any dispute arises between or
among 2 or more bidders, the auctioneer reserves the right to settle the
dispute as he sees fit, and his decision is final. THE AUCTIONEER RESERVES
THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL BIDS.

3. Immediately after the HORSE IS SOLD, IT WILL BE THE SOLE RISK AND
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BUYER THEREOF—BUT POSSESSION OF THE
HORSE CANNOT BE OBTAINED UNTIL PAYMENT IN FULL HAS BEEN
MADE.

4. Title of and risk of LOSS passes to the BUYER when the animal is
announced "SOLD" by the auctioneer. Effective from the time of purchase,
the buyer assumes responsibility of the maintenance and care of the animal
and agrees to care for such animal in accordance with approved husbandry
practices and the stabling policies of the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse
Sale. The buyer further agrees to indemnify and hold the NAERIC Barrels of
Cash Horse Sale harmless from all loss, cost and expenses arising from
illness, injury or death of persons caused by the buyer, the buyers agent or
employees, or by the animal subsequent to the time of purchase.

5. Buyer is responsible for all transfer fees.

6. Purchasers who fail in any respect whatsoever to pay for horses shall be
declared in default. Any horse purchased by a defaulter may be resold at
public or private sale without notice for purchasers account. cost of such
resale to be borne by defaulter. Should such resale fail to satisfy the
defaulters account in full, defaulter shall pay forthwith to the NAERIC
Barrels of Cash Horse Sale the amount owing; failing which, the
undersigned may bring suit against defaulter. The purchaser shall be
responsible for all costs including attorney fees. incurred by the NAERIC
Barrels of Cash Horse Sale, in collection of amounts owing for the horses
purchased, or in enforcement or interpretation of this condition of sale.

7. If any person shall purchase a lot and not pay for it as prescribed above,
nothing shall prevent the auctioneer or the owner from compelling the
purchaser to pay for it if the auctioneer or seller shall so deem fit.

8. The auctioneer may decline any bid made by parties who have defaulted in
former purchase, or by persons who, in his/her judgment, are not responsible
bidders.

9. If buyer pays by check, the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Horse Sale will mail all
registration papers directly to the buyer after the check has cleared.

10. Horses have not been Coggins tested unless stated otherwise in the
catalogue. Costs associated with exporting horses will be borne by the
buyer.

11. The accuracy of all information on the catalogue papers is the total
responsibility of the consignor. Consignors shall have the affirmative duty
to examine the catalogue papers on which horses consigned to him appear
prior to the sale and report any inaccuracies to the auctioneer so that
appropriate announcements can be made at the time of the sale.
Comments on sale day will hold preferences over any comments made in
appropriate announcements can be made at the time of the sale.

12. The sales management, auctioneers, and employees act as agent for the
seller, but assume no liability for either buyer or seller. Any representations
made by the sales management are made on behalf of the seller.

13. All persons who attend the sale do so at their own risk and sale
management assumes no liability for any accident, or for loss by fire, theft
or injury in any manner. Buyers and spectators are cautioned to be careful
while on the grounds and particularly while horses are being shown or sold
in the sales ring and while buyers are examining horses before and during the
sale.

14. All known defects made known to the sale management will be announced
before each horse is started. Auctioneers, NAERIC Barrels of Cash and
their employees take no responsibility for the soundness, merchantability
or fitness for any purpose of any horse being offered in this sale.

15. There is no guarantee of any horse sold in this sale, except when the owner
makes a specific guarantee. In such case RIGHT OF RECOURSE must be
directed to the seller.

16. Buyers must report to THE MANITOBA AG EX office immediately after
payment for the horse has been made to make stabling arrangements for the
rest of the weekend if the foal is not being removed directly after the sale.

17. All horses must be sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Sale to be
eligible for the NAERIC Barrels of Cash Futurity in the 5 year from this sale.

18. All horses will be micro chipped and recorded.

RELY SOLELY ON YOUR EXAMINATION OF HORSES PRIOR TO PURCHASING

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

KELLY & RUBY STUART
LOT #: 1, 6, 12, 22, 27, 33
KELLY & RUBY STUART
BOX 37, ERIKSDALE, MB R0C 0W0
PH: 204.739.2119
msgstuart@mmts.net | www.krsstuarta.com

K&J BRIDGEMAN
LOT #: 2, 7, 13, 17, 23, 28, 34, 38
KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN
BOX 356, BINSKART, MB ROJ 0GO
PH: 204.847.2112
julie@kjbridgeman.com | www.kjbridgeman.com

D5 PERFORMANCE HORSES
LOT #: 3, 8, 18, 24
DEAN & DEB FENTY & FAMILY
BOX 21, MINOTA, MB R0M 1MD
PH: 204.567.3561
debfenty@mymts.net | www.d5shorses.com

DIAMOND K RANCH
LOT #: 4, 14
JOHN/BERNICE TOM/JEAN
BOX 28 CORNING, SK S0G 0T0
306.736.8810
diamondk@sasktel.net

DOLLAR HORSE SERVICES
LOT #: 9, 19, 30
SHANE & ROBY BROWN & FAMILY
BOX 2903 VRIDEN, MB R0M2C0
204.851.2472
dollarhorsetraining@gmail.com

DCF PERFORMANCE HORSES
LOT #: 10, 20, 25, 31, 36
DOYLE & CARISSA & FAMILY
BOX 114 KENTON, MB R0M 0Z0
204.851.1862
dtenty_9@hotmail.com | www.ds5horses.com

BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.
LOT #: 5, 11, 15, 21, 26, 32, 37
KIRK & GAIL BRIDGEMAN
TYLER & KRISTY GILCHRIST
BOX 148, RAPID CITY, MB ROK 1W0
PH: 204.826.2060
kgilchrist@canet.net | www.bridgemanhorses.com

DAC FARMS
LOT #: 16
DUNCAN CAMPBELL & CATHY GERRAND
BOX 1229, VRIDEN, MB R0M 2C0
PH: 204.748.2240
campbell@dacfarms.net | www.dacfarms.net

CONSIGNOR INDEX
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CONSIGNOR INDEX
In 2008 a group of ranchers had a vision to put on a barrel racing prospect sale with the intention of these foals coming back as 5 year olds to compete for a $9,000 purse.

Our first futurity run was in the fall of 2013 and the 1st futurity run was a huge success.

After the success we decided why not have a stake race for all the horses that went through our sale that were 6 years old and older. Why not add $1,000.00 to the purse to make it more inviting. First stake run was 2014 another success. When 2016 rolled around we decided why not have a stake race for all the horses that went through our sale that were 6 years old and older. Why not add $1,000.00 to the purse to make it more inviting. First stake run was a huge success.

Our first futurity run was in the fall of 2013 and the 1st futurity run was a huge success.

In 2017 marks our 10th NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH PROSPECT SALE

New incentive offered—
As added incentive for these foals we have decided that any foals that are sold through the 2017 Naeric Barrels of Cash sale are eligible to be paid into a side pot “roping for $$$$” which will be held in conjunction with the Manitoba team roping futurity.

The buyer or the seller can pay an additional $100.00 on top of the sale price of the foal to make that foal eligible for the “roping for $$$ side pot. Must be nominated and paid on sale day at time of purchase.

Thank you to all who have supported this event and who continue to do so in the future.

Thank You
LOT 7 - FILLY
SECRET REYSON

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 22, 2017
COLOR: BAY
REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

CONSIGNOR: DOLLAR HORSE SERVICES

SECRET ZOOM
SECRET REYSON
MILLION DOLLAR REYSEN
MILLION DOLLAR ROBIN

ELIGIBLE FOR CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNE’S. SHE IS ALSO ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT FOR FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING AND IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE. MILLION DOLLAR ROBIN IS A FULL SISTER TO A GELDING THAT WON THE 2D IN RACING AND IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE. MILLION DOLLAR REYSEN IS A FULL SISTER TO A GELDING THAT WON THE 2D IN RACING AND IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE. MILLION DOLLAR ROBIN IS A FULL SISTER TO A GELDING THAT WON THE 2D IN RACING AND IS A MONEY EARNING HEAD HORSE.

DESCRIPTION: PLEASE E-MAIL FOR MORE INFO & PICTURES OR CHECK OUR WEBSITE WWW.KRSTUART.COM.

LOT 8 - COLT
DF FROSTN MAGIC

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 23, 2017
COLOR: SORREL
REG NO.: AGHA 5805426
CONSIGNOR: DEAN & DEBBIE FENTY

NO SECRETS HERE (SI 104)
KK SECRET MAGIC (SI 94)
MP SECRET MAGIC (SI 94)
MR. EYE OPENER SI 106 IS ONE OF THE ALL TIME LEADING SIRES OF MONEY EARNERS WITH OVER 25 MILLION IN EARNINGS. ON THE MONEY RED SI 103 WAS A LEADING SIRES OF BARREL HORSES. THEY HAVE THE REPUTATION FOR BEING INTELLIGENT, FAST, WITH A LOT OF HEART. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI ELIGIBLE AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.

LOT 9 - FILLY
DHS TOUGH QUINCY

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 9, 2017
COLOR: GREY
REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: SUN FROST FARM SERVICES

SHAZOOM
GIRLZ GORTA B TOUGH
NO SHAKE FOR DEB
BLUEBOY QUINCY

DESCRIPTION: PRETTY COLORED FILLY Sired by TAKE N DASH Who Has Sired a MULTITUDE OF BARREL RACING, POLE BENDING AND ROPE HORSES. TAKE N DASH Offspring Are Known For Their Easy Going Dispositions. THIS FILLY Dam Is STOUT PALOMINO TOBANO Mare With A REAL NICE MIND NAERIC ENROLLED.

LOT 10 - FILLY
DCF SUGAR BUG BRANDY

DATE OF BIRTH: MAY 16, 2017
COLOR: BAY & WHITE Tobiano
REG NO.: PENDING
CONSIGNOR: DOLCE & CAROLINA FENTY

FIRST DOWN DASH (SI 105)
FISHERS DASH (SI 94)
TAKE N DASH
FALCON
Nones Joko

DESCRIPTION: PLEASE E-MAIL FOR MORE INFO & PICTURES OR CHECK OUR WEBSITE WWW.KRSTUART.COM.
**LOT 15 - FILLY EYES FIRST LADY**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 25, 2017  
**COLOR:** BLONDE  
**REG NO.:** 5804960  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMBELL/CATHY GERRAND)  

**DESCRIPTION:** PRETTY FILLY THAT IS BUILT TO RUN. RACE WINNERS AND PRODUCERS ON THE TOP WORLD CHAMPION ARENA HORSES ON THE BOTTOM. SHE IS ATHLETIC WITH A GREAT DISPOSITION. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBH AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.

**LOT 16 - COLT DF DOCS MAGIC FROST**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** APRIL 26, 2017  
**COLOR:** GREY  
**REG NO.:** 5803077  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMBELL/CATHY GERRAND)  

**DESCRIPTION:** GOOD LOOKING STUD COLT. SHOES ARE BACK TO BUGS ALIVE IN 75. HE ALSO SIRED THE BARNES OF CALIFORNIA CHAMPION BUGS BY SHAUNA PETERS AND THEY HAVE BEEN WINNING MONEY AT BARREL RACING EVENTS EVER SINCE. DAM IS A FULL SISTER TO MATT CAMBELL’S “HEELING BABY” AND CAPTAIN CANDY XX AND MRCA MONEY EARNER IN TEAM ROPING. MY SUNDAY MOON WAS A 2X CANADIAN COWBOYS ASSOCIATION BARREL RACING RUNNER-UP AND A 2X MANITOBA RODEO ASSOCIATION CHAMPION. ALSO ELIGIBLE FOR THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE FUTURITY SIDE POT. CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.DACFARMS.NET OR OUR DACFARMONLINE.CA PAGE.

**LOT 17 - FILLY MISS SONITA ZOOM**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 11, 2017  
**COLOR:** BAY  
**REG NO.:** 5805427  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMBELL/CATHY GERRAND)  

**DESCRIPTION:** ELIGIBLE FOR CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNE $’S. SHE SHOULD HAVE THE ABILITY TO GO ANY DIRECTION YOU WANT TO TAKE HER!

**LOT 18 - COLT DF DOCS MAGIC FROST**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** APRIL 17, 2017  
**COLOR:** BAY  
**REG NO.:** 5803077  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMBELL/CATHY GERRAND)  

**DESCRIPTION:** ANOTHER OF THE MAGIC “SUNFROST” CROSSES. SPEED AND GREAT MINDS ON THE TOP CROSSED WITH SUPER ATHLETIC ABILITY AND PROVEN PERFORMERS ON THE BOTTOM. SUNFROST NAME SYNONYMOUS WITH RODEO MONEY EARNERS. PC SIR AZURE FROST HIMSELF HAS MANY PROVEN MONEY AND PT EARNERS. PC SIR AZURE FROST. DESCRIPTION: AWESOME SORREL COLT BY HEZA HOT CHEX TOCASH WHO WAS ONE OF THE MOST ATHLETIC HORSES WE HAVE THE PLEASURE TO PUT A SADDLE ON. HIS OFFSPRING ARE JUST NOW BEING STARTED UNDER SADDLE. GASOHOL AAAT SI 102 AND MOON LARK SI 99 ON HIS PAPERS. LARKIN AROUND THE BAR IS A 15‘1 HAND STOUT BUILT MARE. HIS PEDIGREE NICE COMBO OF SPEED AND ABILITY.

**LOT 19 - FILLY DHS APACHE OAKIE**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** APRIL 24, 2017  
**COLOR:** PALOMINO  
**REG NO.:** PENDING  
**CONSIGNOR:** BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK LTD.  

**DESCRIPTION:** SMART LIL ROCKET ONE K CUTE

**LOT 20 - COLT DCF LARKIN THE CHEX**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 18, 2017  
**COLOR:** BAY  
**REG NO.:** PENDING  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMBELL/CATHY GERRAND)  

**DESCRIPTION:** TAKING THE CASH KEEP ON SHINING

**LOT 21 - COLT PAY DEE ICEMAN**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 13, 2017  
**COLOR:** BLACK  
**REG NO.:** 5802280  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMBELL/CATHY GERRAND)  

**DESCRIPTION:** PAY DEE ZIPPER

**LOT 22 - COLT DCF LARKIN THE CHEX**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** MAY 13, 2017  
**COLOR:** BLACK  
**REG NO.:** PENDING  
**CONSIGNOR:** DAC FARMS (DUNCAN CAMBELL/CATHY GERRAND)  

**DESCRIPTION:** TWO PAGE ICEMAN / THEN HIS NAME. PLEASE E-MAIL FOR MORE EXTENDED WRITE-UP FOR THIS GORGEOUS COLT.
Lot 23 - FILLY
A LASTING SECRET

DATE OF BIRTH: APRIL 24, 2017
COLOR: BAY
REG NO.: 5807742

CONSIGNOR: K. & J BRIDGEMAN (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

DESCRIPTION: ELIGIBLE FOR CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNE S$.  SHE IS ALSO ELIGIBLE TO BE PAID INTO THE MANITOBA ROPE HORSE SIDE POT FOR FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE. THIS IS A WOW Filly. WE HAVE HER FULL BROTHER AND HE IS GOING TO BE A SUPER COMPETITOR IN THE FUTURE. THE DAMS FAMILY HAS PRODUCED Horses THAT ARE VERY TRAINABLE AND ATHLETIC. THEY LIKE TO DO A JOB AND DO IT WELL. SECRET ZOOM HAS HIS ROM IN RACING COMPETITION HORSES AT ALL LEVELS, ALONG WITH CUTTERS, MONEY EARNERS IN 5 PROVINCES IN THE RODEO ARENA AND 1D

IS ALSO ELIGIBLE TO BE NOMINATED TO THE SASK 50/50, ELIGIBLE FOR THE ALTO IMPORTS MONEYS SMOOTH SIX RACE POT FOR FOALS THAT SELL THROUGH THIS SALE. SWEET FILLY WITH LOTS OF POTENTIAL TO RUN AND TURN. THE DOCS PARADISE BRED EXCESS OF $15 MILLION. THIS LINE OF Horses ARE ALSO AGILE AND ARE VERY SOUND – THEY LIKE WORKING FOR YOU. SHE IS ELIGIBLE TO BE NOMINATED TO THE SASK 50/50, ELIGIBLE FOR THE NEW ROPE HORSE INCENTIVE AND IS NAERIC Nominated.

CONSIGNOR: DOYLE & CARRIEA FENTY

REG NO.: PENDING
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**LOT 34 - COLT**

**CONSIGNOR:**  DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY

**DATE OF BIRTH:**  APRIL 27, 2017  **COLOR:**  BUCKSKIN  **REG NO.:**  5802267

**DESCRIPTION:**  GOOD MOVING COLT THAT FLOATS ALONG. CHECK OUT HIS PEDIGREE THAT "WORKS" & "WORKS" FOR YOU. HE IS NAERIC NOMINATED, ELIGIBLE TO BE NOMINATED TO THE SASK 50/50 AND ELIGIBLE FOR THE NEW ROPE HORSE INCENTIVE.

**COLOR:**  BUCKSKIN  **REG NO.:**  PENDING

**CONSIGNOR:**  DOYLE & CARISSA FENTY

**DATE OF BIRTH:**  MAY 5, 2017  **COLOR:**  BAY  **REG NO.:**  5802377

**DESCRIPTION:**  TOOK ALLOT OF CONVINCING TO PUT THIS FILLY IN THE SALE. COMPLETE PACKAGE HERE THAT CAN WIN YOU THE MONEY FUTURITY YEAR. SHE IS A SMOOTH MOVING ATHLETE. HER PEDIGREE IS STACKED WITH $$$ EARNERS. NAERIC ENROLLED CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.

**COLOR:**  BAY  **REG NO.:**  58024952

**CONSIGNOR:**  BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

**DATE OF BIRTH:**  MAY 18, 2017  **COLOR:**  BLACK  **REG NO.:**  58024952

**DESCRIPTION:**  NICE MOVING COLT THAT FLOATS ALONG. CHECK OUT HIS PEDIGREE. MILLION DOLLAR BARREL HORSE SIRE. RACE WINNERS AND AQHA POINT EARNERS. THIS COLT IS ATHLETIC WITH A GOOD MIND. TYLER AND KRISTY HAVE BEEN USING SOME OF BOOMER’S OFFSPRING FOR RANCH WORK AND IN THE ROPING ARENA TOO. THEY LOVE TO WORK. NAERIC ADVANTAGE ENROLLED. CBHI AND WESTERN FORTUNES ELIGIBLE.

**COLOR:**  BAY  **REG NO.:**  PENDING

**CONSIGNOR:**  K & J BRIDGEMAN FARMS (KEVIN & JULIE BRIDGEMAN)

**DATE OF BIRTH:**  APRIL 26, 2017  **COLOR:**  SORREL  **REG NO.:**  5788287

**DESCRIPTION:**  SHARP LOOKING COLT WITH SOME UNIQUE MARKINGS. VERY ATHLETIC WITH SPEED. MR. EYE OPENER IS ONE OF THE ALL TIME LEADING SIRES OF MONEY EARNERS WITH OVER 25 MILLION IN EARNINGS. THIS COLT DAM IS A GRANDDAUGHTER OF WILYWOOD. MRH FANCY MONEY IS A NATURAL RELATIVELY DARK PEPPY SAN DADGER TO MONEY EARNING BARREL HORSES.

**COLOR:**  SORREL  **REG NO.:**  5804952

**CONSIGNOR:**  BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

**DATE OF BIRTH:**  MAY 11, 2017  **COLOR:**  B & W TOBIANO  **REG NO.:**  PENDING

**DESCRIPTION:**  SMOOTH ATHLETIC TOBIANO COLT BY HEZA HOT CHEX TOCASH AND OUT OF A 16 HAND BAY AND WHITE TOBIANO MARE. THIS MARE IS CONSISTENT IN PRODUCING GOOD MINDED VERSATILE FOALS. INDIANS IMAGE WORLD CH BARREL SIRE. EASILY A SONG PROVEN PRODUCER OF 10 BARREL HORSES AA AND AAA RACE ROM EARNERS WITH LESS THEN 40 FOALS PRODUCED.

**COLOR:**  B & W TOBIANO  **REG NO.:**  PENDING

**CONSIGNOR:**  BRIDGEMAN LAND & LIVESTOCK

**DATE OF BIRTH:**  JUNE 5, 2017  **COLOR:**  BUCKSKIN  **REG NO.:**  PENDING


**COLOR:**  BUCKSKIN  **REG NO.:**  PENDING
PREVIOUS FUTURITY RESULTS

2013
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Oh for Petes Sake
Owner: Cassandra Peters
Breeder: K & R Stuart

2014
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Money at Par
Owner: Kristy Gilchrist
Breeder: Bridgeman Land & Livestock

2015
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Co Go Bugsy
Owner: Shauna Peters
Breeder: Winchester Ranch

2016
Winner of $3600.00
Horse: Coosa Ima Echo
Owner: Cassandra Peters
Breeder: K & R Stuart

RULES & REGULATIONS
NAERIC BARRELS OF CASH FUTURITY

1. Only foals in their 5 year old year sold through the NAERIC Barrels of Cash sale are eligible to compete. To be eligible for the 5 year old futurity the horse must NEVER have competed in an SJ barrel race, including ADHA, shown, play days, novice horse events, derbies, rodeos etc. prior to December 01 of the previous year.

2. Riders may be of all ages and gender. Rider substitution will be accepted until race time — change of rider must be made known to the office prior to race time.

3. Inhumane treatment will not be tolerated and will result in disqualification.

4. Entries must be made in the horses registered name. Photo copies of both the front and back of the registration papers and copies of the NAERIC certificate must accompany entry.

5. All horses will be scanned for their microchip number. If the microchip number cannot be found, horses will be inspected to make sure that they match their registration identification papers. If they do not match they will be disqualified.

6. Order of go will be drawn for. Accommodations will be made for those who are riding multiple horses.

7. Contestant will be issued a rerun at the end of the race if the timer malfunctions and if a barrel is knocked in the first run the same penalty will be applied to the 2nd run.

8. A tipped barrel will be assessed a 5 second penalty.

9. A broken pattern will result in no time.

10. There will be no reruns given if a horse falls, is pulled up by the rider, or if there is a malfunction of the rider’s equipment.

11. A maximum of 3 gate calls will be given, after that you will be disqualified.

12. Contests must be dressed in Western Attire (western jeans, western boots, long sleeve shirts with cuffs and collars and cowboy hat)

13. Prize money cheques will be made payable to the person listed as the registered owner of the horse. (No exceptions)

14. Completion of the entry form will indicate acceptance of all Rules and Regulations governing this event.

Any questions or disputes which may arise during the course of the event not covered by the above rules will be decided and settled by the committee whose decision is final.

The Divisions will be based on:

Payout
1D 80% of the $9,000.00 purse = $7,200.00
1st place 50% $3,600.00
2nd place 30% $2,160.00
3rd place 20% $1,440.00

2D 20% of the $9,000.00 purse = $1,800.00
1st place 50% $900.00
2nd place 30% $540.00
3rd place 20% $360.00
Celebrating our 10th year

- Business Cards
- Copying, Finishing & Printing
- NCR Forms (carbonless)
- Mailbox Services
- Secure Document Shredding
- Wide Format Printing
- Domestic and International Shipping with UPS, DHL & Greyhound

We’re in business to make business easier for you!

The UPS Store
Unit 100 - 1300 18th St. • Brandon, MB R7A 6X7
Ph: (204) 728-9494 • Fax: (204) 725-4084
Email: store396@theupsstore.ca
www.theupsstore.ca/396

Stop by today and speak with Dave and Leah to see how we can help make your day easier!

Looking for a Competitive Advantage?

Advantage, n. Edge, upper-hand, superiority, success. The very qualities you can expect to find in many NAERIC horses - superior, world-class performers and proven winners.

As a bonus, the NAERIC Advantage™ pays supplemental dollars to successful NAERIC horses at approved North American events. All NAERIC-registered horses are eligible for the NAERIC Advantage™.

Visit www.naeric.org for complete information about the NAERIC Advantage™.

Ride a NAERIC horse - your competitive Advantage!